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INTRODUCTION
This is a continuation of work described in Part I [Jo5, Sections 1–4] and
Part II [JL2, Sections 5–8] whose notation we retain. There we deﬁned the
KPRV determinants and calculated their degrees. Here we give an explicit
formula (11.1) for them.
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Section 9 deals with certain combinatorial questions. Let µ (resp. ν) be
an integral weight which is π (resp. π ′) dominant and let V µ (resp. V ′ν)
denote the simple highest weight  (resp. π ′) module it deﬁnes. For each
such ν let Fν be the function on P+π deﬁned by Fνµ = V µ  V ′ν.
A key point is to express the exponents of the KPRV determinants in
terms of the Fν. A difﬁculty (see 9.3) is that the Fν are not quite lin-
early independent, unlike those functions occurring as exponents in the
Shapovalov determinants. As for the Shapovalov case, one reduces the cal-
culation to examining zeros arising from “almost generic” elements of ∗π ′ .
A key fact (9.8) is that for such weights a generalized Verma module is
either simple or projective (in the appropriate category).
An important technique used in this paper is the Jantzen ﬁltration
method which is particularly well adapted to handle multiple zeros. In
Section 10 we show that the exponents would be given by their suggested
values had the Fν been linearly independent.
In Section 11 we use the Jantzen formula for the Shapovalov deter-
minants in the parabolic case to complete the calculation of the KPRV
determinants. A key step is the use of Bernstein–Gelfand equivalence of
categories (10.10).
Section 12 concludes with a number of examples. Even though these
only involve very low rank, one is aware of the complexity of the questions
involved.
The authors thank D. A. Vogan for his helpful observations and sugges-
tions which led to a more elegant proof of Theorem 9.8.
9. COMBINATORIAL PRELIMINARIES
9.1. Deﬁne W ′ as in 7.2 and set
∗
em
βµ=
∑
w∈W ′
−1w dim V µ−mwβ+wρ−ρ

∀m ∈ +
 β ∈ +\′+
 µ ∈ P+π
Our eventual aim is to show that dm
βµ = em
βµ for all appropri-
ate indices. By deﬁnition (5.8) of the former, this will compute the KPRV
determinants.
Lemma. For all µ ∈ P+π one has
degPµπ ′ =
∞∑
m=1
∑
β∈+\′+
em
βµ
Proof. This follows from 6.4 and 7.5 noting that +\′+ is W ′ stable.
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9.2. We say that λ ∈ ∗ is π ′ regular (resp. integral, dominant)
if λ
β = 0, for all β ∈ ′ (resp. λ
 α∨ ∈ , λ + ρ
 α∨ ∈ −, for all
α ∈ ′+). Let P+π ′ denote the set of π ′ dominant integral elements of
∗. Note that P+π ′ ⊃ ∗π ′ .
Suppose λ + ρ is π ′ regular and integral. Then there exists a unique
element w ∈ W ′ such that
ωλ = wλ
is π ′ dominant and we set snλ = −1w.
Now assume that λ ∈ Pπ and that γ ∈ Pπ is π ′ dominant. Let V ′γ
denote the unique up to isomorphism simple π ′ module of highest weight
γ. Through the Weyl character formula we obtain (notation 2.2)
∗ D′ ∑
w∈W ′
−1wewλ =
{
snλch V ′ωλ
 λ+ ρ is π ′ regular
0
 otherwise.
Lemma. For all m ∈ +
 β ∈ +\′+
 µ ∈ P+π, one has
em
βµ =
{
sn−mβV µ  V ′ω−mβ
 −mβ+ ρ is π ′ regular
0
 otherwise.
Proof. By ∗ we can assume that −mβ + ρ is π ′ regular. Recall the
identity
∗∗ ∑
w∈W ′
w
( ∏
α∈′+
1− eα
)
= ∏
α∈′
1− eα
(which follows easily from the Weyl denominator formula).
Substitution in the Macdonald inner product (7.2) gives
sn−mβV µ  V ′ω−mβ
= 1W ′
[
ch V µD′
( ∑
w∈W ′
−1we−w−mβ
)( ∑
y∈W ′
y
∏
α∈′+
1− eα
)]
0
=
[
ch V µ ∑
w∈W ′
−1we−w−mβ
]
0


by the W ′ invariance of the ﬁrst two factors. Noting that w−mβ =
−mwβ+wρ− ρ gives the required result.
9.3. The signiﬁcance of 9.2 is the following. For each ν ∈ Pπ
which is π ′ dominant, deﬁne the function Fν  µ → V µ  V ′ν on
P+π. Consider the exponents of Pµπ ′ as functions of µ which by 5.8 are
linear combinations of the dn
αµ. Using a Jantzen ﬁltration argument
one may show (10.10 ∗∗) that these exponents are linear combinations
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of the Fν. Thus it is appropriate to show that our proposed solution has
this property. By 9.2 this is the case. One of the difﬁculties that arises is
that the Fν are not linearly independent functions on P+π. Indeed let γ
be a π ′ dominant integral weight and set Xγ = ch V ′γ
∏
α∈+−′+1− eα.
Using the Macdonald inner product 
 ′ one can show that V µ, Xγ′ =
−1lsV µ
Xsγ′ for any µ ∈ P+π and s ∈ W with sγ also π ′ domi-
nant. Note that Xγ and similarly Xsγ are W ′ invariant. Hence we may write
the function µ→ V µ
Xγ′ (resp. µ→ V µ
Xsγ′) as a linear combi-
nation of the Fν which depends on the decomposition of Xγ (resp. Xsγ) in
the Grothendieck group corresponding to π ′ . In this way, we obtain linear
relations among the functions Fν. For example, consider  = 3 where
π = α
β and π ′ = α. Taking γ = 0 and s = sβ yields (after some
cancellation) F2β+α = Fα − F−β + F0.
9.4. Take λ ∈ P+π ′. View V ′λ as a simple U	 module
through a trivial action of 
 and set Mπ ′ λ = U ⊗U	 V ′λ. One can
ask when is Mπ ′ λ simple. This problem was solved by Jantzen [J1] who
calculated the appropriate Shapovalov determinants. For all ν ∈ ∗ deﬁne
the function on ∗ by
∗ µ → χ′νµ =
∑
w∈W ′
−1w dimMwµν
The Shapovalov determinant Dνπ ′ λ is obtained from the contravariant
form on Mπ ′ λ restricted to its ν weight subspace. Jantzen [J1, Satz 2]
showed that up to a non-zero scalar it is given by the expression
∗∗ Dνπ ′ λ =
∞∏
m=1
∏
β∈+\′+
λ+ ρ
β∨ −mχ′νλ−mβ
(With respect to a particular choice of basis, Jantzen also calculates the
scalar which depends on λ, but is non-vanishing—see also [J1, Satz 2,
Bemerkungen 3].) Now Mπ ′ λ is simple if and only if all the Dνπ ′ λ 
ν ∈ ∗ are non-zero. Recall the notation of 9.2. For each λ ∈ P+π ′, set
λ = m
β  m ∈ +
 β ∈ +\′+
 β∨
 λ + ρ = m. Since m is deter-
mined by β it is sometimes convenient to view λ just as a subset of +\′+.
As noted in 5.8 there may be several pairs m
β ∈ λ which contribute to
the same factor of Dνπ ′ and there may be cancellations between them. Let
us examine the form these cancellations can take. Consider the alternating
sum coming from the numerator of χ′νµ, namely
 ′µ = ∑
w∈W
−1wewµ
This is non-zero if and only if µ + ρ is π ′ regular. Set  0λ = β ∈ λ 
sβλ+ ρ is π ′ regular. We say that β
β′ ∈  0λ are equivalent if sβλ+ ρ ∈
W ′sβ′ λ + ρ. From the linear independence of the eµ  µ ∈ ∗ it follows
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that the pair m
β ∈ λ gives a simultaneous zero of all the Dνπ ′ λ 
ν ∈ ∗ if and only if m
β ∈  0λ and the sum of the  ′sβλ over the
equivalence class  0λ
β containing β does not vanish. For all β
′ ∈  0λ
β
choose wβ′ ∈ W ′ (necessarily unique) such that sβλ+ ρ = wβ′sβ′ λ+ ρ.
Then the vanishing of the sum is equivalent to
∗∗∗ ∑
β′∈ 0λ
β
−1wβ′  = 0
Combined with the above we obtain
Proposition. Take λ ∈ P+π ′. Then Mπ ′ λ is simple if and only if
∗∗∗ holds for all β ∈  0λ .
Remark. Of course this is just [J1, Satz 3] which we have reformulated
slightly for what follows. It is furthermore possible to give a sum formula
for the ch Miπ ′ λ again due to Jantzen. This we give in 10.5 since the rea-
soning follows that of 10.4 and which in any case can be found in [J2, 5.11].
One may remark that in the right hand side of 10.5 the coefﬁcient of
Mπ ′ ωsβλ is an integer ≥ 0 (because it corresponds to an exponent
of Dνπ ′ λ) and vanishes exactly when ∗∗∗ holds.
9.5. We now attempt to obtain the corresponding criterion for the
projectivity of Mπ ′ λ  λ ∈ P+π ′, viewed as an object of π ′ . Deﬁne (as
before) an order relation on ∗ by λ ≥ µ if λ− µ = ∑niαi ∈ π and set
λ− µ =∑ni.
Lemma. Take λ ∈ P+π ′. Then Mπ ′ λ is not projective in π ′ if and
only if there exists µ ∈ P+π ′ with µ > λ such that V λ is a subquotient of
Mπ ′ µ.
Proof. Suppose V λ is a subquotient of some Mπ ′ µ  µ > λ. Then
there is a submoduleM ofMπ ′ µ and a surjective mapMV λ. Suppose
Mπ ′ λ is projective in π ′ . Then the above map factors through a non-
zero map ϕ ∈ HomUMπ ′ λ
Mπ ′ µ. Let Mπ ′ λ be the unique max-
imal submodule of Mπ ′ λ and set N = Mπ ′ µ/ImϕMπ ′ λ. Then δN
surjects to V λ and has socle V µ. The projectivity of Mπ ′ λ forces
V µ to be a subquotient of Mπ ′ λ which is impossible since µ > λ.
Thus Mπ ′ λ is not projective. The converse follows as in say the proof
of Noti ⇒ Notiv in [Jo, 8.2.2].
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9.6. For all µ ∈ ∗π ′ set
̂µ = m
β m ∈ −+
 β ∈ +\′+
 β∨
 µ+ ρ = m
As for µ we sometimes view ̂µ as a subset of +\′+. Set ̂ 0µ = β ∈ ̂µ 
sβµ+ ρ is π ′ regular. Given λ ∈ P+π ′ and β ∈ ̂ 0λ then µ = ωsβλ is
deﬁned, is π ′ dominant, and satisﬁes µ > λ. Let yβ be the unique element
of W ′ such that yβsβλ = µ. Then syββµ+ ρ = yβλ+ ρ ∈ W ′λ+ ρ
and so yββ ∈  0µ . Thus  0µ
 yββ is deﬁned and consists of those elements
β′ ∈  0µ such that wβ′sβ′ µ+ ρ = yββµ+ ρ, for some necessarily unique
wβ′ ∈ W ′. With this notation we have the following
Proposition. Take λ ∈ P+π ′. Then Mπ ′ λ is projective in π ′ if and
only if for all β ∈ ̂ 0λ one has
∗ ∑
β′∈ 0µ
 yβ
−1wβ′  = 0
Proof. Suppose V λ is a subquotient of Mπ ′ µ with µ ∈ P+π ′ and
µ > λ. We apply an argument of Jantzen [J2, 5.3 Bemerkung; Jo2, 4.4.18] to
obtain a sequence µ = µ0 > µ1 > · · · > µn = λ with µi = ωsβiµi−1, βi ∈
+\′+ such that V λ is a subquotient of Mπ ′ µi for all i = 1
 2
    
 n.
Indeed if µ ≥ λ and µ = λ, then V λ must be a subquotient of M1π ′ µ
and so ch V λ occurs in the expansion of a term in the right hand side of
10.5. Consequently there exists β ∈  0µ such that ch Mπ ′ ωsβµ occurs
there with a positive integer coefﬁcient (recall the remark in 9.4) and such
that V λ is a subquotient of Mπ ′ ωsβµ. The argument is completed by
induction on µ− λ. In particular V λ is a subquotient of Mπ ′ µn−1 and
we can ﬁnd β ∈ ̂ 0λ such that µn−1 = ωsβλ. Clearly we can assume µ =
µn−1 without loss of generality. Notice that the appearance of ch Mπ ′ λ
with a positive coefﬁcient in the expression for
∑
ch Miπ ′ µ, is equivalent
to the non-vanishing of the sum in the left hand side of ∗. (In fact this
sum is −1yβ times the multiplicity of ch Mπ ′ λ in the right hand side
of 10.5.) Combined with 9.5 this proves the proposition.
9.7. Let ρπ ′ denote the half sum of the positive roots of ′+. Let ω
be a sum (with coefﬁcients in k) of fundamental weights corresponding to
elements of π\π ′. Observe that ρπ ′ − ρ−ω ∈ ∗π ′ and that every element of
∗π ′ takes this form. Given λ = ρπ ′ − ρ−ω, set λˆ = ρπ ′ − ρ+ω. Following
a suggestion of D.A. Vogan we view ρπ ′ − ρ as the natural centre of the
π − π ′ parameter family Mπ ′ λ  λ ∈ ∗π ′ of generalized Verma modules
and establish the following.
Proposition. Take λ ∈ ∗π ′ . Then Mπ ′ λ is simple if and only if Mπ ′ λˆ
is projective in π ′ .
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Proof. Let w′ be the unique longest element of W ′. Since w′ρπ ′ =
−ρπ ′ one has w′λ + ρ = −λˆ + ρ. Consequently β ∈  0λ if and only
if w′β ∈ ̂ 0
λˆ
. Moreover sw′βλˆ + ρ = w′sβw′λˆ + ρ = −w′sβλ + ρ. By
choice of β this last expression is π ′ regular and so there exists a unique
element yβ ∈ W ′ such that µ = −yβsβλ + ρ − ρ is π ′ dominant. The
above formula also shows that µ = ωsw′βλˆ. Again yβsβy−1β µ + ρ =
−yβλ+ ρ = yβw′λˆ+ ρ ∈ W ′λˆ+ ρ. Thus yββ ∈  0µ .
Suppose β′ ∈  0µ
 yββ. This means that sβ′ µ + ρ ∈ W ′λˆ + ρ =−W ′λ+ ρ and so there exists a unique wβ′ ∈ W ′ such that sβ′ µ+ ρ =
−wβ′ λ+ ρ. Then w−1β′ β′∨
 λ+ ρ = −β
′∨
 sβ′ µ+ ρ = β′∨
 µ+ ρ
and so w−1β′ β
′ ∈  0λ
β. Reversing this argument further shows that the
map β′ → w−1β′ β′ is a bijection of  0µ
 yββ onto  0λ
β. Moreover noting
that w−1β′ sβ′ µ + ρ and wβ′sw−1β′ β′ λ + ρ are both antidominant for all
β′ ∈  0µ
 sββ it follows that the conditions 94∗∗∗ and 96∗ are the same.
Since this holds for all β ∈  0λ and hence for each equivalence class of  0λ ,
comparison of 9.4 and 9.7 proves the proposition.
9.8. For each α ∈ π, let ωα ∈ P+π denote the corresponding
fundamental weight. As Vogan pointed out to us there is a useful, simple,
and essentially well-known criterion which ensures that Mπ ′ λ  λ ∈ ∗π ′ is
simple, which may be read off from [V, Proposition 8.5], for example. For
the convenience of the reader we repeat the details.
Let C ∈ Z (resp. Cπ ′ ∈ Zπ ′ ) denote the Casimir invariant for 
(resp. for π ′). We can choose C
Cπ ′ so that
C − Cπ ′ = 2
∑
α∈+\′+
f−αeα
and so that C (resp. Cπ ′) acts on a highest  (resp. π ′) weight vector of
weight λ (resp. ν) by the scalar λ+ ρ
 λ+ ρ (resp. ν + ρ
 ν + ρ). Now
suppose λ ∈ P+π ′ and there exists a highest weight π ′ vector v ∈Mπ ′ λ
with weight ν. Then
∗ λ+ ρ
 λ+ ρ = ν + ρ
 ν + ρ
if xαv = 0, ∀α ∈ +\′+, that is, if v is a  highest weight vector.
Of course this does not need Cπ ′ . However, we remark that in the
so-called Hermitian symmetric case (which is rather rare) a further manip-
ulation (due to K. P. Parthasarathy) can be used to turn ∗ into an only if
condition. Further details can be found in [EJ], and an example in 9.10.
Now ∗ takes a particularly simple form when λ ∈ ∗π ′ . Then we may
write ν = λ+ τ where τ is π ′ dominant and a weight of Um−π ′ . Now take
λ = ρπ ′ − ρ−ω as in 9.7. Assume the Cartan inner product normalized so
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that α
β ∈  for all α
β ∈ . Since 2ρπ ′ is the sum of roots in ′+ it
follows that 2ρπ ′
 τ is a non-negative integer. Let us write
ω = ∑
α∈π\π ′
uαωα
 uα ∈ k
Since τ ∈ −+\′+ it follows that nα = −2τ
ωα ∈ . Again τ
 τ ∈
 and τ
 τ = 0 only if τ = 0. Consequently ∗ becomes
∗∗ 2τ
 ρπ ′  +
∑
uαnα + τ
 τ = 0
In particular if the uα are rational ≥ 0 then Mπ ′ λ must be simple. What
is surprising is that when π − π ′ = 1, this criterion is rather good.
The above may be improved by using the remainder of Z. Indeed
if vν is a  highest weight vector of weight ν in Mπ ′ λ, then there exists
w ∈ W such that wλ + ρ = ν + ρ. Set λ = α ∈   α∨
 λ + ρ ∈ .
After Jantzen [J2, 1.3] this is a root system with Weyl group Wλ generated
by the reﬂections corresponding to the roots in λ. Let πλ be a choice of
simple roots in +λ = λ ∩ +. One has [J2, 1.3] that y ∈ Wλ if and only if
yλ− λ ∈ π. Since w ∈ W above satisﬁes this condition we may conclude
that w ∈ Wλ.
Recall the notation of 5.8. We say that λ ∈ ∗π ′ is almost generic if there
exists β ∈ +\′+ such that +λ ⊂ +\′+β ∪ ′+. In this case πλ ≤
π ′ + 1 and we can assume that πλ ⊃ π ′. Let ∗0π ′ denote the set of almost
generic elements of ∗π ′ . Assume π
′π and ﬁx β ∈ +\′+, m ∈ +. Since
+\′+ is ﬁnite it easily follows that there exists λ ∈ ∗0π ′ such that λ +
ρ
β∨ = m. In this case πλ = π ′ + 1. Let us write πλ = β0 ∪ π ′.
Let ω0 ∈ ∗ be chosen so that ω0
 α = 0, ∀α ∈ π ′, and ω0
 β∨0  = 1.
We may write ω = u0ω0 + ω′ with ω′ ∈ ∗ orthogonal to πλ. Now in the
previous notation we have τ = ν + ρ − λ + ρ = wλ + ρ − λ + ρ ∈ πλ.
Thus −2τ
ω = −2u0τ
ω0 and as before n0 = −2τ
ω0 ∈  and ∗∗
becomes
∗∗∗ 2τ
 ρπ ′  + u0n0 + τ
 τ = 0
In particular u0 must be rational and strictly negative for Mπ ′ λ not to be
simple. Combined with 9.7 this gives the following result.
Theorem. For all λ ∈ ∗0π ′ , either Mπ ′ λ is projective in π ′ , or is simple
(or both).
9.9. The above result was ﬁrst proved by a laborious case by case
analysis, the details of which can be found in [T, Part 4]. Vogan suggested
this use of 9.8 and that projectivity would have a similar easy proof. How-
ever, when one tries to do this one cannot assume that Mπ ′ µ in the
conclusion of 9.5 satisﬁes µ ∈ ∗π ′ . Moreover even if this does hold the
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various terms in the analogue of 98∗∗∗ do not all have the same sign.
This failure necessitated the analysis of 9.4–9.7 based on Jantzen’s evalua-
tion of the Shapovalov determinants in the present parabolic case.
It may be interesting to remark just how close the simplicity criterion is
for the case π\π ′ = 1 (to which we are effectively reduced by the standard
use of the subsystem λ). Choose α ∈ π\π ′ and write λ = −u+ 1ωα. One
may reduce as above to the case u ∈ .
Let r0α (resp. p
0
α) be the maximal (resp. minimal) integer with the prop-
erty that Mπ ′ −u+ 1ωα is simple (resp. projective) for all u > r0α (resp.
u < p0α). One calls −r0α + 1 the ﬁrst integer reduction point. To its left
Mπ ′ −u+ 1ωα  u ∈  is simple. Similarly −p0α + 1 may be called the
last integer non-projectivity point. To its right Mπ ′ −u+ 1ωα  u ∈  is
projective. In principle one may calculate r0α
 p
0
α from 9.4, 9.7, but this is
rather cumbersome. Instead just consider the upper bound rα (resp. lower
bound pα) on r0α (resp. p
0
α) obtained by requiring that 
0
λ (resp. ̂
0
λ ) be
empty.
Set uα = −α∨
 ρπ ′ , so then ρπ ′ − ρ = −uα + 1ωα. Since  0λ = $ if
and only if ̂ 0
λˆ
= $, it follows that uα = rα + ρα/2. What is remarkable
however is that for all  simple outside type An  n ≥ 2 or E6, one ﬁnds
that pα ≥ uα ≥ rα. In other words in all these cases the crude estimate for
simplicity based on the Casimir invariant is better than (a slight weakening)
of the sophisticated Jantzen criterion. Of course rα + pα/2 is generally
half-integer so this was artiﬁcially excluded from the above. Otherwise with
the above exceptions the estimates are the same.
9.10. When the coefﬁcient of αt in the longest root is one, then the
values of r0t = r0α were calculated in [EHW, EJ]. Speciﬁcally these values are
given in [EJ, Table 1] where we take the opportunity to point out that the
entry in the top right hand corner should have been i− 1 and not  −12 —of
course! Since the last column of this table determines the ﬁrst reduction
point when λ = vω (that is, it gives v) we may conclude that r0t in our
present conventions is obtained by subtracting one from the values in the
last column of [EJ, Table 1]. Using also the tables in [T, Part 4] describing r0α
one may check that in all cases except Bn, Cn one has rt = r0t . In the latter
cases even when we allow half-integer value of u we only obtain r1 = r01 +
1/2, rn = r0n + 1/2. This is not a contradiction; it simply illustrates that rα is
only an upper bound on r0α. Consider, for example,  of type C2 and take
u = 0. Then λ+ ρ = ω1 on which just β1 = α1 + α2 = ω2 and β2 = 2α1 +
α2 = 2ω1 take positive values. One has sβ1λ+ ρ = −ω1 and sβ2λ+ ρ =
ω1 − ω2. Yet (notation 9.2) one has ω−ω1 − ρ = ω1 = ωω1 − ω2 − ρ
while sn−ω1 − ρ = 1 = −sn−ω1 − ω2 − ρ. Thus these contributions
cancel (!) in Jantzen’s formula 94∗∗ resulting in Mπ ′ λ being simple.
Finally we remark that the ﬁrst reduction point corresponding to λ+ ρ =
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ω1 + 1/2ω2 makes V λ the so-called Weil representation. We remark that
Theorem 9.8 fails badly if one moves away from weights vanishing on π ′.
For example, take  of type D4 with π\π ′ = α2 and λ = ω1 − 2ω2 +
ω2 +ω4. Then Mπ ′ λ is neither projective nor simple.
10. THE JANTZEN FILTRATION METHOD
10.1. A further difﬁculty in computing the KPRV determinants by
the method described in [Jo1] is that the inequality of Lemma 1(iii) of [Jo1,
1.2] may be strict (for example, in type A3 with π ′ = α
 γ, see 12.3).
This can in principle be overcome by use of the Jantzen ﬁltration invented
partly to resolve a similar difﬁculty for the Shapovalov determinants in the
parabolic case [J2]. The main thrust goes as follows. First by passing to the
generic generalized Verma module Mπ ′ z one introduces the Jantzen ﬁl-
tration Miπ ′ λ of Mπ ′ λ. The exponents χ′νλ −mβ of the Shapovalov
determinants Dνπ ′ λ compute the dimension sum
∑
dim Miπ ′ λν. A key
fact is that the ﬁltration itself is independent of ν. The resulting identi-
ties combined with a knowledge of deg Dνπ ′ determine the exponents. The
KPRV case can in principle be similarly analyzed using annihilators of quo-
tients. Let us see in detail what this gives.
10.2. Let ρ′ be the sum of the fundamental weights ωα  α ∈ π\π ′
and let t be an indeterminate. We take z above in the form λ+ tρ′  λ ∈ ∗π ′ ,
replacing Z by T = kt, which we may view as a preliminary specializa-
tion. Set UλT = UT /Ann Mπ ′ λ + tρ′ and recalling 5.2, let FλT be the
corresponding specialization of FGm ⊗k Z in which we recall that UλT
embeds. Set Q = Fract T . As in 8.8 this embedding leads to an isomor-
phism UλT ⊗T Q
∼→ FλT ⊗T Q. We let Uλ (resp. Fλ) denote the specializa-
tion of UλT (resp. F
λ
T ) at t = 0. Recall that a
 b = κab deﬁnes a
contravariant form on UT , that is, satisfying κab
 c = b
 ac, whose
evaluation at λ+ tρ′ passes to a contravariant form on Mπ ′ λ+ tρ′.
Since Mπ ′ λ+ tρ′ is simple over UλT ⊗T Q, its contravariant form  
  is
nondegenerate. For all i ∈ , set
Miπ ′ λ+ tρ′ = m ∈Mπ ′ λ+ tρ′  m
Mπ ′ λ+ tρ′ ∈ tiT

and let Miπ ′ λ denote its specialization at t = 0. Since T is principal and
the weight spaces of Mπ ′ λ + tρ′ are free of ﬁnite rank, so are those of
Miπ ′ λ+ tρ′. Thus Miπ ′ λ is just the image of Miπ ′ λ + tρ′ under the
canonical projectionMπ ′ λ+ tρ′ →Mπ ′ λ+ tρ′/tMπ ′ λ+ tρ′
∼→Mπ ′ λ.
In particular the Miπ ′ λ form a decreasing sequence of submodules of
Mπ ′ λ having null intersection.
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Lemma. The Chevalley antiautomorphism κ on UT  passes to UλT ⊗T Q
and leaves the canonical image of AλT invariant. In particular M
i
π ′ λ + tρ′
(resp. Miπ ′ λ) is an FλT (resp. Fλ) submodule of Mπ ′ λ+ tρ′ (resp. Mπ ′ λ).
Proof. The ﬁrst statement is equivalent to the invariance ofAnnMπ ′ λ+
tρ′ under κ which itself obtains through the contravariant form passing to
Mπ ′ λ+ tρ′. All this is well known.
Recall the notation of 4.5. We already know that UλT ⊗T Q is just
FEndQMπ ′ λ + tρ′ and we claim that FEndT Mπ ′ λ + tρ′ = FλT .
This follows because by 1.9 any isotypical component (say of type µ) of
the left hand side specializes at any value of t to the corresponding iso-
typical component of the right hand side and moreover by 5.2 and 7.5(i)
the latter has constant dimension (namely dim V µπ′ . Since κ commutes
with ad UT  this characterization of FλT establishes the second assertion.
Then the last part follows by contravariance.
Remark. Recall that M1π ′ λ is just the maximal submodule of Mπ ′ λ
which is hence Fλ = FEnd Mπ ′ λ stable. This establishes the assertion
made in 5.4, Remark.
10.3. Let M , N be U modules and recalling the notation of
4.5, set FM
N = FHomkM
N. In the notation of 10.2, let Iiπ ′ λ
denote the ideal of Fλ obtained by specializing at t = 0, the annihilator of
Mπ ′ λ+ tρ′/Miπ ′ λ+ tρ′ in FλT . Let Jiπ ′ λ denote the annihilator in Fλ of
Mπ ′ λ/Miπ ′ λ.
Lemma. For all λ ∈ ∗π ′ one has
(i) Iiπ ′ λ ⊂ Jiπ ′ λ, for all i ∈ +.
(ii) Jiπ ′ λ = FMπ ′ λ
Miπ ′ λ.
Proof. Part (i) is clear. Part (ii) follows from the fact that Fλ = FMπ ′ λ,
Mπ ′ λ.
10.4. Since
⋂
Miπ ′ λ = 0 and Mπ ′ λ has ﬁnite length, we can
choose s ∈ + minimal with the property that Msπ ′ λ = 0. Then Isπ ′ λ ⊂
Jsπ ′ λ = 0.
Recall the deﬁnition of λ given in 9.4. Recall 5.8.
Proposition. For all λ ∈ ∗π ′ , µ ∈ P+π one has∑
m
β∈λ
dm
βµ =
s∑
i=1
Iiπ ′ λ  V µ
Proof. This is a Jantzen-type calculation which speciﬁcally follows
[Jo1, 1.3] as generalized through the analysis in 5.4. In more detail one
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calculates the largest power of t dividing Pµπ ′ λ+ tρ′ in two different ways.
The left hand side is just that power which derives from 5.8.
Let V be a non-zero ad U stable subspace of FλT . Deﬁne N as in the
proof of 5.4. Since Mπ ′ λ + tρ′ is a faithful FλT module we can choose
i ∈  such that V Tvλ+tρ′ = tiTvλ+tρ′ mod N . As in 5.4, it follows that
VTvλ+tρ′ = tiTvλ+tρ′ mod N . Then as in [Jo1, 1.3, Lemma 2] we con-
clude that V Mπ ′ λ + tρ′ ⊂ Miπ ′ λ + tρ′, that is, V ⊂ AnnFλT Mπ ′ λ +
tρ′/Miπ ′ λ + tρ′. Since T is a principal ideal domain one may “diago-
nalize” the matrix vµi
 jλ + tρ′ exactly as in [Jo1, 1.3, Proposition] to
conclude that the right hand side above is also the largest power of t divid-
ing its determinant, which is Pµπ ′ λ+ tρ′.
10.5. Of course the calculation in 10.4 mirrors Jantzen’s sum for-
mula computation based on 9.4∗∗. It is convenient to recall what the
latter gives. Recall the notation of 9.2 and 9.4.
Proposition. For all λ ∈ P+π ′ one has
s∑
i=1
ch Miπ ′ λ =
∑
m
β∈ 0λ
snsβλch Mπ ′ ωsβλ
10.6. Let V µ be a simple subquotient of Mπ ′ λ  λ ∈ ∗π ′ . Then
V µ is a simple subquotient of Mλ and so [J2, 1.5] there exists w ∈ Wλ
such that µ = wλ ≤ λ. Again V µ ∈ π ′ and so wλ must be π ′ dominant
and integral, in particular Mπ ′ wλ is deﬁned. Suppose that λ > wλ. It is
not quite obvious that this forces λ−wλ ∈ π ′. However, this does follow
from 10.5 since V wλ must be a subquotient of some Mπ ′ ωsβλ  β ∈
+\′+. It is convenient to present the above conclusions in the following
form:
Lemma. Suppose λ ∈ ∗0π ′ and choose β ∈ +\′+ such that +λ ⊂
+\′+β ∪ ′+. Let M be a proper submodule of Mπ ′ λ. Then there exist
integers bγ such that
ch M = ∑
γ∈π
bγ ch Mπ ′ λ− γ

where in the sum, 2λ + ρ
 γ = γ
 γ
 λ − γ is π ′ dominant, γ ∈ +\
′+β + π ′, and is non-zero mod π ′.
10.7. Let us recall the following fairly standard computation.
Lemma. Assume λ ∈ ∗π ′ and that Mπ ′ λ is projective in π ′ . Assume
that µ ∈ P+π ′. Then for all ν ∈ P+π one has
FMπ ′ λ
Mπ ′ µ  V ν = V ν  V ′µ− λ
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Proof. By Frobenius reciprocity (see [Jo2, A.2.15, 16], for example) the
left hand side equals
dimHomUMπ ′ λ
Mπ ′ µ ⊗ V ν∗
By say [Jo2, 8.1.6] one has
Mπ ′ µ ⊗ V ν∗ ∼= U ⊗U	 V ′µ ⊗ V ν∗ U	
Take a ﬁltration of V ν∗ U	 with simple quotients V ′νi∗, having of
course multiplicity V ν  V ′νi. Observe by say [Jo2, A.2.16(i)] that
V ′µ ⊗ V ′νi∗ admits a U	 submodule isomorphic to kλ if and only
if λ = µ− νi. We deduce that Mπ ′ µ ⊗ V ν∗ admits a ﬁltration with quo-
tients isomorphic to the Mπ ′ µi, with µi ∈ P+π ′, there being exactly
V ν  V ′µ− λ repetitions of Mπ ′ λ.
Now the image of vλ under a non-zero element of HomUMπ ′ λ,
Mπ ′ µi must lie in Mπ ′ µiλ, forcing µi ≥ λ. Then the projectivity of
Mπ ′ λ and [Jo2, 8.2.2] forces µi = λ. Again Mπ ′ µ ⊗ V ν∗ lies in π ′ , so
a further use of the projectivity of Mπ ′ λ completes the proof.
10.8. A key advantage of Mπ ′ λ  λ ∈ ∗π ′ being projective is that
for any submodule M of Mπ ′ λ we can compute FMπ ′ λ
M  V ν
from chM . Here it is convenient to deﬁne (by a slight abuse of notation)
W π
′
λ = w ∈ Wλ  wλ ∈ P+π ′.
As noted in 10.6, the composition factors of M must be among the
V wλ  w ∈ W π ′λ with wλ ≤ λ. Now the Mπ ′ wλ  w ∈ W π
′
λ , wλ ≤ λ
are deﬁned and their representatives generate the same subgroup of the
Grothendieck group of π ′ . Recall that the characters of non-isomorphic
V µ  µ ∈ ∗ are linearly independent so may be used as Grothendieck
group representatives.
Lemma. Suppose Mπ ′ λ  λ ∈ ∗π ′ , is projective in π ′ . Given a submod-
ule M of Mπ ′ λ we may write
chM = ∑
w∈W π′λ
bw chMπ ′ wλ
 bw ∈ 
and then
FMπ ′ λ
M  V ν =
∑
w∈W π′λ
bwV ν  V ′wλ− λ
for all ν ∈ P+π.
Proof. Since tensoring by V ν preserves π ′ the hypothesis implies that
FMπ ′ λ
− is exact. Then the conclusion follows by additivity on short
exact sequences and 10.7.
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10.9. Let us make a small modiﬁcation of the theory developed
in [BG]; see also [Jo3]. Recall that Fλ = FMπ ′ λ
Mπ ′ λ. Through the
embedding Uλ ↪→ Fλ we may view  as a Lie subalgebra of Fλ. Let 
denote the category of U − Fλ bimodules admissible with respect to
the diagonal action of  and admitting on the left a locally ﬁnite action of
the centre Z. Each H ∈  is in particular a Harish-Chandra module
for the pair  × 
  and so has ﬁnite length (see [Jo3, 10.10(iii)], for
example). Consequently each H ∈  is ﬁnitely generated as a left or a
right U module. Since Fλ ∈  we may conclude that Fλ is left and right
noetherian (as is well known). If V is a ﬁnite dimensional U module, we
may consider V ⊗ Fλ to belong to  (as in say [Jo3, 10.7]). Then for any
H ∈  we may ﬁnd V
 V ′ ﬁnite dimensional giving an exact sequence.
∗ V ′ ⊗ Fλ −→ V ⊗ Fλ −→ H −→ 0
We have a functor   M → FMπ ′ λ
M from π ′ to  with adjoint
 ′  H → H ⊗Fλ Mπ ′ λ, through Frobenius reciprocity; that is, we have an
isomorphism
HomU−FλH
M
∼−→HomU ′H
M
Taking M =  ′H, we obtain a homomorphism θH  H →   ′H of U −
Fλ bimodules through the inverse image of the identity on  ′H. Given
h ∈ H, then θHh is the element of FMπ ′ λ
 ′H, whose value on
m ∈ Mπ ′ λ is just θHhm = h⊗m. Now  ′Fλ = Mπ ′ λ
Mπ ′ λ =
Fλ and so by the previous observation we conclude that θFλ1Fλ = 1Fλ .
Consequently θFλ is an isomorphism. Since  
 ′ commute with tensoring
on the left by a ﬁnite dimensional U module V it also follows that θV⊗Fλ
is an isomorphism.
Now assume that Mπ ′ λ is a projective in π ′ . Then from (∗) it follows
(as in say [Jo3,10.8]) that θH is an isomorphism for allH ∈  . We claim that
the map I → IMπ ′ λ from U − Fλ submodules of Fλ to U submod-
ules of Mπ ′ λ is injective. This follows the reasoning in say [Jo3, 10.14].
Observe that the image of I ⊗Fλ Mπ ′ λ in Fλ ⊗Fλ Mπ ′ λ is just IMπ ′ λ.
If K is its kernel, then we obtain an exact sequence 0 → K →   ′I →
 IMπ ′ λ → 0. Yet K = Ker  ′I →   ′Fλ = KerI
ι
↪→Fλ = 0,
by the above. Consequently I
ι∼−→ IMπ ′ λ, which shows that I can be
recovered from IMπ ′ λ proving the required injectivity.
We may deduce from the above the following:
Lemma. Suppose Mπ ′ λ  λ ∈ ∗π ′ is projective in π ′ . If I is a two-sided
ideal of Fλ, then I = AnnFλMπ ′ λ/IMπ ′ λ.
Proof. Indeed I ⊂ J = AnnFλMπ ′ λ/IMπ ′ λ. Yet IMπ ′ λ ⊂
JMπ ′ λ ⊂ IMπλ and so the assertion is obtained by the above
injectivity.
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10.10. We may apply the above theory to the conclusion of 10.4.
Assume Mπ ′ λ  λ ∈ ∗π ′ , is projective in π ′ . Then we may write Iiπ ′ λ =
FMπ ′ λ
 Iiπ ′ λMπ ′ λ by 10.9. Let us write
chIiπ ′ λMπ ′ λ =
∑
w∈W π′λ
biw chMπ ′ wλ
Then the right hand side of 10.4 becomes∑
w∈W π′λ
bwV µ  V ′wλ− λ

where bw =
∑
i≥1 biw. In terms of the notation of 9.3 we have the identity
of functions on P+π, namely
∗ ∑
m
β∈λ
dm
β =
∑
w∈W π′λ
bwFw·λ−λ
We can improve ∗ by taking λ to be almost generic, that is, λ ∈ ∗0π ′ .
Choose β ∈ + \ ′+ such that +λ ⊂ + \ π ′ β ∪ +′ . Then by 10.6 we
may write ∗ in the form
∗∗ ∑
m
β∈λ
dm
β =
∑
γ∈π
bγFγ

where in the sum 2λ+ ρ
 γ = γ
 γ and where γ ∈ + \′+β+π ′ is
non-zero mod π ′. Notice that by 9.8 and the remark in 5.5, the assumption
that Mπ ′ λ is projective is now no restriction.
Now consider the structure of the set λ for λ ∈ ∗0π ′ . Given m
β,
m′
 β′ ∈ λ, then β
β′ are proportional mod π ′. Thus we can write
β
′∨ = sβ∨ + γ for some s ∈ ∗ and γ ∈ π ′. Moreover β∨
 λ+ β∨
 ρ =
m and β′∨
 λ + β′∨
 ρ = m′. Then recalling that γ
 λ = 0 we obtain
β
′∨ + β′∨
 ρ −m′ = sβ∨ + γ + sβ∨
 ρ + γ
 ρ −m′
= sβ∨ + γ + sβ∨
 ρ − sm
Consequently these factors coincide on ∗π ′ up to s. In other words all the
terms in λ contribute to the same factor in Pπ
′
µ . Put another way there is
a bijective correspondence between the λ  λ ∈ ∗0π ′ which are non-empty
and the factors of Pπ
′
µ . Again the identity 2λ+ ρ
 γ = γ
 γ forces γ =
m′β′ + δ for some β′ ∈ + \ ′+β, δ ∈ π ′, and then m′ − δ
 ρ
 β′ ∈
λ. Consequently the γ occurring in the right hand side of ∗∗ correspond-
ing to distinct λ (and so contributing to distinct factors of Pπ
′
µ ) must be
distinct. This situation is exactly analogous to that described by Jantzen [J1].
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Combined with the sum formula (7.6) which can be expressed via 9.1, 9.2
as ∑
λ
∑
m
β∈λ
dm
β =
∞∑
m=1
∑
β∈+\′+
sn−mβFω−mβ
it would follow that dm
β = em
β = sn−mβFω−mβ had we known the Fν
to be linearly independent. Unfortunately this is false so more information
is required. Consider the sets Fwλ−λ  w ∈ W π
′
λ 
wλ < λ as λ runs over
the elements of h∗0π ′ . In light of (9.3) it is also likely that there are linear
relations involving elements of more than one of these sets; no such linear
relations would have been enough to prove Theorem 11.1 below. In the
case π ′ = φ the conclusion of 6.4(ii) shows that for all β ∈ +,∑
m=1
dm
β =
∑
m=1
dm
wβ
whenever w ∈ W satisﬁes wβ ∈ +. This is enough to settle this special
case which is easy anyway. It is not clear that 6.4(ii) is quite enough in
general.
11. THE COMPUTATION OF EXPONENTS
11.1. Here we give a short-cut to computing the exponents of Pµπ ′
using explicitly Jantzen’s formula. Actually most, though not quite all, of
the previous sections are required. The main result (of this paper) can be
expressed as follows. Recall the notation of 5.5 and 9.2.
Theorem. For all π ′ ⊂ π, the KPRV determinants are given (up to a
non-zero scalar) by the expression
Pµπ ′ λ =
∞∏
m=1
∏
β∈+\′+
λ+ ρ
β∨ −mdm
βµ
for all λ ∈ ∗π ′ , µ ∈ P+π, where
dm
βµ = sn−mβV µ V ′ω−mβ

if −mβ+ ρ is π ′ regular and zero otherwise.
Proof. Take λ ∈ ∗0π ′ and choose β ∈ +\′+ such that +λ ⊂ +\′+β
∪ +′. Through the bijective correspondence between the λ (as discussed
in 10.10) and the factors of Pµπ ′ it is enough by 9.1 to show that
∗ ∑
m
β∈λ
dm
βµ ≤
∑
m
β∈ 0λ
em
βµ
 ∀µ ∈ P+π
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Recall that by 9.8 and the remark in 5.5 we may assume Mπ ′ λ to be
projective in π ′ . Then∑
m
β∈λ
dm
βµ ≤
s∑
i=1
Jiπ ′ λ  V µ
 by 10.3(i), 10.4

= ∑
m
β∈ 0λ
snsβλV µ  V ′ωsβλ − λ

by 10.3(ii), 10.5, and 10.8.
Yet λ ∈ ∗π ′ and so ωsβλ − λ = ωsβλ − λ = ω−mβ. Similarly
snsβλ = snλ − mβ = sn−mβ. Hence the required equality follows
from 9.2.
11.2. From the resulting equality in 11.1∗ we deduce a result
which is new even in the Borel case.
Corollary. SupposeMπ ′ λ  λ ∈ ∗π ′ is projective in π ′ . Then Iiπ ′ λ =
Jiπ ′ λ, for all i ∈ +.
Remark. For example, take π ′ = φ and λ ∈ ∗ dominant. Unfortunately
we do not know if equality holds for all λ ∈ ∗π ′ . Of course it holds trivially
for i = 1.
12. EXAMPLES
12.1. Notation 5.1. Recall the Harish-Chandra isomorphism ψ 
Z ∼−→ W obtained by restricting  . Through ψ we may regard Zπ ′
as the quotient of ψZ obtained by restriction to ∗π ′ . Recall that the
map a → avz of U/Iπ ′ 
− into End Mπ ′ z is injective.
12.2. Suppose  is of type A2 with π = α
β and π ′ = β. Then
ψZ is a polynomial algebra on two generators which can be assumed
homogeneous of degrees 2 and 3. Choose a non-zero vector z in the one
dimensional space π ′ . Since W 
∗
π ′ = ∗, it follows that the above genera-
tors become on restriction to ∗π ′ non-zero multiples of z
2 and z3, respec-
tively. Thus Zπ ′ is not a polynomial algebra, although of course Z of 5.1
is just kz. Now consider the isotypical component adj of the harmonic
space  corresponding to the adjoint representation. Then adj is gener-
ated by the image of  with lowest weight vector e−α+β and by a subspace
of degree 2 with lowest weight vector x−α+β = 3e−αe−β − e−α+βhα −
hβ. One has x−α+βvz = e−α+βzvz, up to a non-zero scalar. We conclude
that neither is U/Iπ ′ free over its centre Zπ ′ , nor is the multiplication
map U/Iπ ′ ⊗Zπ′ Z → FAm ⊗ Z injective. Indeed e−α+β ⊗ z3 and
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x−α+β ⊗ z2 have the same image. Nevertheless 	π ′ is conﬂuent and the
above map is surjective.
12.3. Suppose  is of type B2. Take π = α
β with β the long root
and set π ′′ = α
 π ′ = β. Let V = V ωβ denote the ﬁve dimensional
module corresponding to the fundamental weight ωβ. Since dim V
β = 1
we should expect that
∗ U/Ann Mπ ′ λ  V  = 1
 ∀λ ∈ ∗π ′ 
That ∗ fails was ﬁrst noticed by Conze-Berline and Duﬂo [CD, 6.5]
through the following argument. Set λ = sαsβωα − ρ = −2ωα. From say
[BJ, 2.20] it was known that
Ann V λ = Ann V sβλ(1)
Yet sβλ = −2ωβ ∈ ∗−π ′′ , so we can apply 5.6(i) to conclude that
Mπ ′′ sβλ = V sβλ(2)
On the other hand α + β∨
 λ + ρ = α + β∨
ωβ − ωα = 1, so
λ ∈ ∗−π ′ and 5.6 does not apply. Yet sα+βλ+ ρ = −ωα is not π ′ regular, so
Jantzen’s later result (9.4) applies to give
Mπ ′ λ = V λ(3)
Finally dim V α = 0 and so combining (1)–(3) with 5.3∗∗∗ we conclude
that
U/Ann Mπ ′ λ  V  = U/Ann Mπ ′′ sβλ  V  = 0
Thus ∗ fails and we obtain a strict inequality in 5.3∗∗∗ which neverthe-
less does not contradict 5.6(ii).
Now in this particular case dim V0 = 1 and so the PRV determinant Pωβ
could be used as a candidate for P
ωβ
π ′ . In fact since dim Vα = dim Vα+β = 1
we have (up to a non-zero scalar)
Pωβλ = λ+ ρ
 α∨ − 1λ+ ρ
 α+ β∨ − 1
 ∀λ ∈ ∗
The vanishing of the second factor (which we already saw occurs for our
particular choice of λ) accounts for the (unexpected) non-appearance of
V in U/AnnV λ. One may add that the vanishing of the ﬁrst factor
accounts for the (expected) non-appearance of V in U/AnnV sβλ.
On the other hand our KPRV determinant given by 11.1 takes the form
P
wβ
π ′ λ = λ+ ρ
 α∨ − 1
 ∀λ ∈ ∗π ′
failing to have the extra factor. Its only vanishing corresponds to the non-
appearance of V in U/Ann V 0.
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One can immediately see that 	π ′ is not of conﬂuent type since V occurs
in degree 1 for the ﬁltration  , while only  occurs in degree 1 for 0. This
exempliﬁes [BB].
Of course V does occur exactly once in . For appropriate signs in the
choices of Chevalley generators, one may show that its lowest weight vector
x−α+β takes the form
x−α+β = 2f−αf−β + hαf−α+β − eαf−2α+β

which also makes sense as a lowest weight vector in S. In the notation
of 8.5 one sees that x−α+β
 S
π ′  = 0 and so x−α+β belongs to the
orthogonal complement of ad US
π ′  which is a further proof that
	π ′ is not of conﬂuent type. (On the other hand G
 is normal, so 	π ′′ being
the Lie algebra of the Dynkin parabolic is of conﬂuent type.)
Finally we may consider the image of x−α+β in EndMπ ′ z. For this it
is enough to compute
x−α+βvz = hα
 f−α+β + f−α+βzα − eα
 f−2α+βvz
= zα + 2f−α+βvz
Thus V occurs in U/AnnMπ ′ λ if and only if α∨
 λ + 2 = 0. Since
λ ∈ ∗π ′ by deﬁnition, the only non-occurrence is when λ = −2wα which was
exactly our choice above. Finally we see explicitly from the above formula
why  and 0 fail to coincide on V (when α∨
 λ + 2 = 0. Indeed x−α+β
has degree 2 in 0, whereas f−α+β has degree 1 in 0, so for any scalar
value of zα + 2 = 0, there is a lowering of degree. On the other hand had
we assigned degree 1 to zα then this discrepancy would not arise. This is
why there is no contradiction with ϕ0z being a homomorphism of graded
algebras (see 6.2).
12.4. Now take  of type A3 with π = α
β
 γ, π ′ = α
 γ.
Recall the notation of 9.2 and for all n ∈ +, µ ∈ P+π, set
anµ = V µ  V ′nα+ β+ γ

cnµ = V µ  V ′n− 1α+ β+ γ + α+ 2β+ γ
bnµ = V µ  V ′nα+ β+ γ + β+ γ

interchanging α
 γ in the last expression to deﬁne b′nµ. Then one may
check that 11.1 gives
Pµπ ′ λ =
∞∏
n=0
λ+ ρ
β∨ − ndn
βµ

where d0
 βµ = c1µ and
dn
βµ = anµ − bnµ − b′nµ + cn+1µ
 ∀n ∈ +
The case µ = mα+ 2β+ γ  m ∈ + is particularly interesting. When
m = 1, this is just the weight of the corner 2× 2 minor. Moreover it is well
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known that the opposite minor generates the maximal submodule ofMπ ′ λ
when λ = −ωβ and the resulting quotient is an unitarizable module for the
real form of  with non-compact simple root β. (This particular example is
due to Kostant [K]. There is now a general theory of all unitarizable highest
weight modules [EHW, EJ].)
Let us calculate the dn
βµ in the above case. In general (for arbitrary )
it follows from the Macdonald inner product (7.2) and 9.2(∗∗) that
V µ  V ′ν = ∑
w∈W ′
ch V µ−1we−wν0
Now in our particular case µ = 2mωβ and so sβ · µ = µ − 2m + 1β =
mα+ γ − β. Moreover, the coefﬁcient of β in sβ · µ is negative for any
β ∈ + \ ′+. Yet wν  w ∈ W ′ always has a strictly positive coefﬁcient of
β for the required choices of ν. Thus we can replace ch V µ in the right
hand side by
D ∑
y∈W ′
−1yeyµ (notation 2.2).
Substitution in the above, noting that yµ = µ for y ∈ W ′ and using the
W ′ invariance of  0 gives
V µ  V ′ν =
[ ∑
y
w∈W ′
−1y+yeyµ+ρ−wν+ρ D
]
0
=
[
eµ−ν1− e−α1− e−γ
1− e−β1− e−α+β1− e−β+γ1− e−α+β+γ
]
0

Thus for n ≥ 1, we obtain
dn
βmα+ 2β+ γ =
[
emα+2β+γ−nα+β+γ
1− e−α1− e−γ
1− e−β1− e−α+β+γ
]
0
=
{ 2
 m > n
1
 m = n
0
 m < n.
On the other hand for m ≥ 0,
d0
 βmα+ 2β+ γ = m+ 1−m−m+m = 1
This also shows that V mα + 2β + γ  V ′0 = 1 and so V mα +
2β+ γ occurs with multiplicity 1 in U/Ann Mπ ′ λ  λ ∈ ∗π ′ . On the
other hand since dn
βmα + 2β+ γ = 2, for 0 < n < m, the inequality
in the analogue of [Jo1, 1.2, Lemma 1(iii)] can be strict. Hence this method
of counting zeros fails in general.
Finally we may calculate the KPRV determinant “by hand” in this par-
ticular case using the fact that the single copy of V mα + 2β + γ in
U/Ann Mπ ′ λ  λ ∈ ∗π ′ , is generated by the mth power of the lowest
weight vector y which in standard matrix co-ordinates ei
 j can be written in
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the form
y = e32e41 − e31e42
One checks that
em23y
mvλ = m!em41
m−1∏
i=0
hβ + 1− ivλ

where hβ is the coroot corresponding to β. Then up to a non-zero scalar
em14e
m
23y
mvλ =
(m−1∏
i=1
hβ − ihβ + 1− i
)
vλ
It is clear the right hand factor is just Pµπ ′ , for µ = mα + 2β + γ. This
calculation illustrates explicitly how the double roots occur.
12.5. We remark that it is always possible to deﬁne quantum KPRV
determinants following [JL] and one can even say that this deﬁnition is
rather natural. Combining a result in [Jo4, 3.7] with [JL, 3.6] one may also
show that they are non-zero and at the same time calculate their degrees.
Unfortunately this also shows that they have too many zeros and these extra
zeros are difﬁcult to interpret. Conjecturally these extra zeros correspond to
characters of the torus which do not come from characters on ∗ (so-called
non-linear weights in the language of [Jo2, 3.4.9]). Then the remaining
zeros corresponding to linear weights (characters on ∗) should correspond
to the “true” KPRV determinants discussed in 8.10. In the case (as in the
example of 12.3) for which dim V µ = dim V µπ′ , our quantum KPRV
determinant coincides with the quantum PRV determinants of [JL, 3.6]
and only zeros corresponding to linear weights occur. Further details may
be found in [T, Part 1].
Brieﬂy one can say that the quantum theory provides too many zeros
whereas the present classical theory has too few in the sense that it does
not account for a possible strict inequality in 5.3(∗∗∗).
INDEX OF SUPPLEMENTARY NOTATION TO PART III
Symbols appearing frequently are given below together with the subsec-
tion where they are deﬁned. See also Indexes of Notation to Parts I, II. See
[Jo5, JL2].
9.1. em
βµ.
9.2. P+π ′, ωλ, snλ, V ′λ.
9.3. Fν.
9.4. χ′νµ, Dνπ ′ .
9.6. ̂λ, ̂
0
λ .
9.7. ρπ ′ .
9.8. λ, πλ, Wλ, 
∗0
π ′ .
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10.2. ρ′, t, T , UλT , F
λ
T , Q, U
λ, Fλ, 
  (Part III only), Miπ ′ λ + tρ′,
Miπ ′ λ.
10.3. FM
N, Iiπ ′ λ, Jjπ ′ λ.
10.4. W π
′
λ .
10.5.  ,  ,  ′.
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